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f' % UNITED STATES*
,

[ T,,i ff j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
"

* ' y WASHINGTON. D C. 20 % 5 0001,

'q n e d'....." June 15, 1994 i

Docket No. 52-003 !
<

Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo
Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Activities
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

i

Dear Mr. Liparulo:

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INf0RMA110N ON THE AP600

As a result of its review of the June 1992 application for design
certification of the AP600, the staff has determined that it needs '

additional information in order to complete its review. The additional
information is needed in the areas of structural engineering (Q220.92-*

,

Q220.93) , fuel-coolant interaction (Q480.79), and testing (Q952.90). .

Enclosed are the staff's questions. Please respond to this request on a
schedule that will support development of the November 1994 draft final safety
evaluation report on the AP600 design.

.

You have requested that portions of the information submitted in the June 1992
application for design certification be exempt from mandatory public
disclosure. While the staff has not completed its review of your request in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790, that portion of the
submitted information is being withheld from public disclosure pending the
staff's final determination. The staff concludes that this request for
additional information does not contain those portions of the information for
which exemption is sought. However, the staff will withhold this letter from
public disclosure for 30 calendar days from the date of this letter to allow

;

Westinghouse the opportunity to verify the staff's conclusions. If, after !

that time, you do not request that all or portions of the information in the
enclosures be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790,
this letter will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.
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'The numbers in parentheses designate the tracking numbers assigned to
the questions.
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Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo -2- June 15, 1994

This request for additional information affects nine or fewer respondents, and
therefore, is not subject to review by the Office of Management and Budget
under P.L. 96-511.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, you can contact me at (301)
504-1120.

Sincerely,

(Original signed by)

Thomas J. Kenyon, Project Manager
Standardization Prc 4ct Directorate
Associate Directorate for Advanced Reactors

and License Renewal
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/ enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo Docket No. 52-003 -

Westinghouse Electric Corporation AP600
|
|

cc: Mr. B. A. McIntyre Mr. Raymond N. Ng, Manager i

Advanced Plant Safety & Licensing Technical Division :

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Nuclear Management and
Energy Systems Business Unit Resources Council

i

P.O. Box 355 1776 Eye Street, N.W. :

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006-3706 i

Mr. John C. Butler |
Advanced Plant Safety & Licensing Ms. Lynn Connor .

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Suite 610 !

Energy Systems Business Unit 3 Metro Center I

Box 355 Bethesda, Maryland 20818
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Mr. M. D. Beaumont
Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
One Mor.trose Metro
11921 Rockville Pike
Suite 350
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Mr. Sterling Franks
U.S. Department of Energy
NE-42
Washington, D.C. 20585

Mr. S. M. Modro
EG&G Idaho inc.
Post Office Box 1625

1
Idaho falls, Idaho 83415 !

Mr. Steve Goldberg
Budget Examiner
725 17th Street, N.W.
Room 8002 !

Washington, D.C 20503

Mr. Frank A. Ross
U.S. Department of Energy, NE-42
Office of LWR Safety and Technology
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, Maryland 20874 |

|

Mr. Victor G. Snell, Director
'

Safety and Licensing
AECL Technologies |

9210 Corporate Boulevard
Suite 410
Rockville, Maryland 20850

i
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON THE WESTINGHOUSE AP600 DESIGN

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

220.92 Section 3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR discusses the theoretical elastic
buckling pressure capacity of the AP600 using au approach similar to ,

that permitted in ASME Code Case N284. The theoretical elastic
buckling pressure was calculated to be 536 psig using BOSOR-4. A
reduction factor (defined as the product of the capacity reduction
factor and the plastic reduction factor) was established as 0.385
based on the lower bound curve of test results of 20 ellipsoidal and
28 torispherical test specimens. This resulted in a predicted elastic
buckling capacity of 206 psig.

For the stiffened and unstiffened spherical shells, figure 1512-1 in
Code Case N284 provides the capacity reduction factors for both
(a) equal bizxial compression and (b) uniaxial compression. These
capacity reduction factors are determined from lower bound values of
test data. The ellipsoidal head of the AP600 containment will
experience tension in the meridional direction and compression in the
hoop direction under internal pressure. Under this condition, the
staff believes that it would be appropriate to use the uniaxial
compression capacity reduction factors in Code Case N284 for the
AP600. With the uniaxial compression and an unstiffened top head arc
length, 1,, of 1231.4 inches (w/4 x a x b), the capacity reduction
factor is 0.21. The plasticity reduction factor is assumed by the
r,taff to be 1.0 because of elastic buckling. Therefore, the staff

celieves that the reduction factor should be 0.21 (0.21 x 1). Explain
why the reduction factor of 0.21 based on Code Case N284 is not i
applicable to the AP600.

220.93 Under severe accident loading, thermal expansion of the containment
shell is restrained at the transition region. The restraint of
thermal expansion produces a compressive hoop stress in the
containment vessel in the vicinity of the discontinuity. Thus, the
effect of severe accident temperature loading needs to be evaluated to
assure that the expected compressive hoop stresses resulting from the
load at the transition region (along the entire periphery of the
shell) do not lead to buckling of the containment shell causing a loss
of containment function. Provide the results of the buckling analysis
of the containment shell under the severe accident temperature loading
in the SSAR.

FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS
i

480.79 The staff .s assessing fuel-coolant interaction energetics and the
resulting impulsive loads for the AP600 design. The staff's goal is

Enclosure
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to provide a best estimate scenario and a conservative variation from '

the best estimate. To this end, provide the following information on .

the AP600 design: I
,

a. Core Inventory - Provide the amount of U02, Zr, and steel in the
core plus any additional steel from the upper or lower plenums -

(relatively thin structures) that could potentially melt and be ,

added to the molten pool in the lower plenum prior to vessel i

breach. Also, what are the "best estimate" late in-vessel
conditions given by MAAP (e.g., corium composition, and in-vessel
pressure and temperature)?

!b. Geometry - This information should include drawings of the cavity
region at various elevations from Elevation 66'-6" to the top of
the reactor pressure vessel at Elevation 107'-2". Westinghouse
has provided the plan drawings at elevations 66'-6", 82'-6", and
96'-6". Are there any additional drawings at other elevations?

The staff also needs information regarding the cavity openings to ;

other compartments (e.g., the annular region between the RPV and ;

cavity boundary connecting the cavity to the upper compartments, ',or the openings in the vicinity of the hot leg or cold leg). For
example, in the event of vessel breach, what are the possible -

pathways that steam / water / debris would be dispersed from the
,

cavity?
|

The following dimensions are also needed if they are not provided
in the drawings-

1. The characteristic dimansions of the cavity (the cavity has an
octagonal shape).

2. The internal diameter of the pressure vessel and the
thicknesses of the pressure vessel walls (both the i

hemispherical lower head and the cylindrical region). :
Westinghouse provided values of 2 m, 0.152 m, and 0.2 m for
the internal diameter of the pressure vessel, the thickness of
the hemispherical region, and the thickness of the cylindrical ;

region during a May 20, 1994 conference call. Verify this '

information, j

c. liot Leg / Surge Line - Provide design information for the hot leg
and surge line, including the materials, lengths, diameters, and i
thicknesses. This information can be used to assess the

'

likelihood of ex-vessel failure and primary system :
depressurization prior to vessel breach. Similar information
pertaining to the Automatic Depressurization System is also
desirable.

d. Cavity Conditions - Describe the more probable cavity conditions ;

at the time of vessel breach. This should include the depth of
the water pool, the range of pressures in the cavity or

|
|
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containment at vessel breach, and the temperature of the water
pool under various accident sequences (this information could be
provided from various plant-specific calculations). I

In addition, provide information regarding the source of water in
the cavity. Westinghouse has identified the IRWST as the souren
of water in the cavity under flooded conditions. Verify that the
IRWST is the source, and provide the flowrates and a description ;

of the flowpaths from the IRWST to the cavity. This description !

may be in the form of a drawing and should include the valve
arrangement and the diameter and length of the lines.

e. Lower Head - It is the staff's understanding that the lower head ;

of the pressure vessel is smooth and free of any penetrations. If

this is not true, provide the characteristic dimensions and |

location of these penetrations.
|

f. Structural Strengths - In order to adequately assess the impact of
FCI energetics and the resulting impulsive loads on the
containment design, the staff needs to understand the structural ;

capability of the reactor cavity. What is the static and dynamic i

pressure capacity of the reactor cavity (ACI 349 provides one
method for calculating these capacities)? A fragility curve of
the cavity walls would be useful in determining the margin
available to resist impulsive loads. Is the RPV supported only
through the hot leg or cold leg? What is the structural capacity
of the pressure vessel and steam line supports?

TESTING

952.90 Provide the following information on the PRHR tests:

a. The detailed test procedures report (test conditions) for both
Phase I and 11 tests. The staff has noted that in the
Westinghouse procedures, the document is usually a checklist that
refers to other documents that actually describe the different
steps that were followed. Provide the initial and boundary
conditions, configurations, and operator actions that caused the
experiment to go the way it went. Define what is meant by steady
state, what was the exact configuration of each test (i.e., water
level), and when was the test complete. Do the test procedures
address these questions?

b. A list of acronyms defining the data for tests SS-3B and TR-4, and
for any new test data that the staff will receive.

c. Provide an evaluation of the measurement uncertainty for all
parameters recorded. This should be included as part of the data
analysis report.
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d. Provide data in electronic format from the Phase 11 tests,

|
including: 1

1. Configuration Tests C-01 and C-02 |
2. Plume Tests P-01, P-03, and P-05 |3. Transient Tests T-01 through T-03
4. Steady State Tests S-01 through S-05
5. Uncovery Tests U-01 through U-05

1
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